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I

H. Clark Maddux

ver the last fifty years, students of early modem English
literature have been finding •with greater and greater
frequency how the transition from scholastic to empirical
methods of reasoning constituted a topic of fierce debate among
members of elite, educated society at least from 1574 (the first English
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translation cfRamus's 1543 Diakcticae partitioned^ to the Restoration.'
Researchers of that moment in cultural history have, however, less
commonly noted the ways in which dissenting religious writers
continued to depend upon the axioms of scholasticlogic and rhetoric
even after 1660. I argue here that John Bunyan (162S-1688) in "The
Author's Apology for His Book" to The Pi/^rim'sProgress(167S) and in
TheUfe and Death of Mr. Badman (1680) develops an aesthetic premised
on scholastic categorical rhetoric and therefore on the primary idea that
God's concourse with humanity is always comprehensive, that a
gracious deity will inevitably convey divine intent through every
available intelligible means.
Bunyan's writing thus reproduces inits form the harmonious parts
of a perceived divine art or ars. Though his work was already an
anachronism in the England in which it was produced, it precisely
echoed the aesthetic and ontological theories of New English writers
working during the same decades. As did the rulers of seventeenthcentury Massachusetts, Bunyan took his own theory of art to be a
straightforward proof of God's providence. Likewise, Bunyan's
aesthetic was comprised of two distinct, but interrelated parts: art was
both an ornament to a fundamental truth, and a credible corroboration
of divine testimony in scripture.^ Taken together, these two compo-

' In addition to the standard accounts of Wilbur Samuel Howell, L/)pc and Rhe/oric in
(New York: Russell and Russell, 1961), and Walter Ong, Ramus, Method
and the Deceg of Dialogue: From the Art of Discourse to the Art of Reason
Harvard
University Press,1958), more recent works on the subject of logic and rhetoric inEurope and
England include Lisa Jardine, Francis Bacon: Discoveiy and the Art of Discourse (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press,1974); Thomas O. Sloane, Donne, Mibon, and the End of Humanist
Rhetoric (Berkeley; University of CaUfomia Press, 1985); Brian Vickers, In Defence ofRhetone
(Oxford: Qarendon Press, 1998); and Quentin Skinner, Reason and Rhetoricin the Philosoplff of
Hobhes (Cambridge: Cambridge University of Press, 1996). Finally, see Kendrick W Prewitt,
"Gabriel Harvey and the Practice of Method," JBL: Studies in En^h Literature, 1500-1900
39 (1999): 19-39, for a new account of how Harvey came to qualify his initial full
endorsement of Ramist procedure, and, on the Puritan schoolmaster, Alexander Richardson,
John Charles Adams in his essay, "Linguistic Values and Religious Experience: An Analysis
of the Clothing Metaphors in Alexander Richardson's Ramist-Puritan Lectures on Speech,
'Speech is aGarment toCloath Our Reason,"' FheQuesrter^ journalofSpeech 76 (1990): 58-68.
^ Some of the more notable studies of Bunyan are those of U. Milo Kaufmann, The Pilgrim's
Progress and Traditionsin Puritan Meditation (New Haven: Yale University Press,1966), Stanley
Sef-ConsumingArtifaOs: The Experience of Seventeenth Centuey Literature (Pittsburgh:
DuquesneUniversity Press,1994), MichaelMcKeon,TArOrt^«f^/'3rE/gi&ANai«4 1600-1740
(Baltimore:Johns Hopkins University Press,1987), and Kathleen M.Swaim, Pilgrim's Progress,
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nents were meant literally to re-present the divine logic in God's
double revelation to humanity. The figuration of The Pilgrim's Progress
necessarilyimplied some other, less oblique approach to the subject of
truth. So, as Peter Ramus and others had distinguished between
different kinds of argument, Bunyan felt compelled to separate his
"dark" allegory about Christian's pilgrimage from the evidentiary
"dialogue" of Mr. Padman?
ThatNewEnglanders especially understood and approved of this
scholastic technique is shown by their ready appreciation for Bunyan's
writings, above all for The Pilffim's Progress. New Englanders were
prepared for reading Bunyan even before the fact. As Charles
Hambrick-Stowe noted over twenty years ago, Puritans were quick to
appropriate "the devotional tradition of the spiritual pilgrimage for
theic own use. Its pre^^ent and powerful use by preachers, writers of
manuals, diarists, and poets indicates that it was a controlling theme,
even the main current within which other elements of Puritan piety
found their direction."'' The result was that Bunyan's images were
seamlessly appropriated into Puritan devotional practice HambrickStowe notes several surprising correlations of Mary Rowlandson's
narrative to Pi/grim's Progress (259). The narrative of Hannah Swarton
published by Cotton Mather suggests more extensive "direct borrow
ing" from Bunyan (263).
In the same manner, Bunyan's work came early to occupy its longheld place beside the Bible and Foxe's Acts and Monuments The
writings of Flavel, Baxter, and Bayly were all imported rapidly into
New England and often later republished in Boston. The same was
PuritanPri^ess: Discounts andContexts (Urbana: University of Illinois Press,1993). Forall their
value, though, none of these concentrates on thescholasticism inherent in Bunyan's aesthetic
' John Bunyan, The Pilgrim's Process from this World to That tnhicb.is to Come, ed. James B.
Wharey; rev. R. Sharrock (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 196(5, 2, 6. All references to Pilgrim's
Progress are to this edition. References to "The Author's Apology" areto page rather than line
numbers: Whate/s edition does not number the lines of Bunyan's versified defense in its
entirety, although it does (not very helpfully) number the lines on individual pages. On
Ramus's division of argument into artificial and non-artificial parts, see Roland Macllmaine,
TheLoffkeoftheMosteExcelletttPhilosopherP. RflOTvriWarJ*; ed.Catherine M. Dunn (Northridge:
San Fernando Valley State College Press, 1969), 10.
•* Charles Hambrick-Stowe,The Practiceof Piety: PuritanDevotionalDisc^Snes inSevenUenthdentuij
New England (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1982), 63. Jeffrey Hammond
\a SinfulSef, Saintly Self: The Puritan Experience of Poetry {Matm: University of Georgia Press,
1993) shows how the same idea underwrites Puritan poetics.
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true ofBunyan. The first Americanpublication ofPilgrim'sProgressMfos
in 1681 (266). Bunyan himself remarked on the transadantic trade in
his books in "The Author's Way of Sending forth His Second Part of
the Pilgrim." In "France and Finders"and "Holland too," in Scodand
and the island of the "wild Irish"as well as New England, the first part
of The Pilgrim's Progress was
under such advance.
Receives there so much loving countenance.
As to be trimm'd, new doth'd, and deck'd with gems
That it may show its features and its Hmbs,
Yet more; so comely doth my Pilgrim walk.
That of him thousands daily sing and talk.
By 1849, a reported 17,000 copies of The Pi/^m's Progress-wctt being
produced in one year alone at one publishing house in New York.®
Almost certainly one reason that New English readeys were
predisposed to appreciate Bunyan was their own familiarity vrith
scholastic rhetoric. From many a New English pulpit, especially in
Boston, a message was delivered that was groxmded in an ideology of
distinction an d discrimin ation. Little surprise that New English
audiences would embrace the "dark" allegory offered by Bunyan.®
Darkness implies the reverse, and many New English readers were
used to construing the Bible as a book of black mystery, until one had
been given the grace to see the twin lights of charity and hope.
This assumption that knowledge depends upon election is
essential to Bunyan's scholastically inspired aesthetic, a point which is
further emphasized by the differing audiences he avowedly anticipates
for the complementary narratives of Pi/ffim's Progress and The L^e and
Death of Mr. Badman. Because allegory and dialogue do not eqi:ially
permit the free play of arrangement, Bunyan allows himself the excess
of allegorical and rhetorical adornment only when he is writing to the
recognized, redeemed readers of The Pilgrim's Progress,who are offered
this work as an approved way to "divert" themselves in their own
'John Bunyan, The WorhofJohu Bu^au, ed. George Offer, 3 vols. (London: Blaclde and Son,
1856; reprint. New York: AMS, 1973), 3:169.
' Bunyan, Pr^rtwV
2.
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heavenward journey (7). Throughout the "Apology," the imagined
correspondent of Bunyanis patently a "Man of God" (5). The heavy
hand of logical disposition available to both the redeemed and the
reprobate, meanwhile, is written into the narrative of Christian's fictive
doppelganger, Mt Badman.
Bunyanlets slip his ecclesiological leanings when he suggests that
neither "life" is in any way intended to bring a person to a prepared
state whereby they are aware of their own predestined fate, but what is
more to the point is that the formulaic L^e and Deathof Mr. Badmanis
intended to display, using matters of real "fact" presented "many
times" before the observant "eyes" of the attentive author, the divinely
testified, albeit inexorable, common method of human existence.'
Badman's life makes plain and discrete what is conflated and—^by the
author's own admission—^potentially conHasing 'm Pilgrim's Progress. In
time-honored scholastic fashion, Bunyan in Mr. Badman equates the
"facts"of Badman's life with particular corpuscles of a more-inclusive
generic truth, as evidenced by the logical scheme into which Badman's
life is placed by the narrator, Mr. Wiseman.® The corollary to this
same reascaiing leads to the observation in the "Apology" that the
problem with metaphorical language is that it "commixes" clarity and
ambiguity so that "none can distinguish this from that.'" Therefore,
ease of or diffictilty in judgment is at the heart of any narrative matter
for Bunyan, an opinion he reiterates tovrard the end of the "Apology"
when he summarises the paradoxical effects of metaphor; figuration
makes it possible to "read thy self," and at the same time to "read thou
knows't not what" (7). The counterpoints of imaginative expression,
in sum, are not at all the familiar terms of late-twentieth-century
criticism, of realism versus some form of romance. For Bunyan,
rather, the limits of narrative language are distinguished either by tiieir
straightforwardness (as shown in putative dialogue) or their indirection
(as in allegory or metaphor).
Recognizing that an aesthetic is not definitively affective or
realistic, but that it might also be principally—even rigidly—formal, is

'John Bunyan,GrateAbounMng and the Life and Death e/Mr.Badman, ed. G. B. Haidson (New
York: Dutton, 1956), 139. All references to Mr. Baifera® will be to this edition.
' On truth as analyzable into atoms, see Ong, Ramnt, 203.
' Bunyan, Pilgrim's Proffrss, 3.
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important for two reasons. First, as already intimated, to review the
operation of such a system in Bunyan is to recollect how very English
the tirst colonizers of Massachusettswere. In an important ideological
sense, the first publications in New England—^like the writings of
Bunyan—stand still as attempted recoveries of a perceived promise
contained in Cromwell's revolution. Second, and more significantly.
The Pilgrim'sProgress and Mr. Badmanhosh. indicate how exactly flexible
sdiolasticism might be as anintellectualinstrument. IfMr. BadmanM^
to convince a contemporary audience, it is only because the narrative
approach taken by Bunyan is not followed by modem authors. Yet,
ironically, Bunyan's proto-novd anticipates the sermonic moves of
Great Awakening revivalists on both sides of the Atlantic. Bunyan
points the way toward the periodic rituals of religious renewal that
come to characterize conservative Protestantism in England, New
England, and, eventually, the American south.
The principles and program of scholasticism as it became Ramism
in New England can be outlined easily in a few sentences. As Walter
Ong was one of the first to show, Ramus's original reforms had been
aimed at simply easing the labors of his students. To that end. Ramus
radically restmctured the place-logical rhetorical schemes prevailingin
sixteenth-century European universitiea"* By the time he had fimshed
responding to rapid and extensive critidsmof his revised 'dialectic,' the
development and arrangement of an argument had been reduced to
readily memorizable elements. Accordi^ to Ramus, there were "two
partes" to "dialecticke otherwise called logicke"; artificial and nonartificial argument." Artificial arguments amounted to the disjunctive
arrangement of a topic into various categories; non-artificial arguments
were statements of eyewitness testimony, evaluated against the
credibility of the observer, his or her proximity to the witnessed event,
the detail provided, and ultimately, concordance with scripture.
Both these aspects of argumentation are evident, I think, in
Bunyaa Though he had very little formal schooling, where he would
Ong, Vjmus, 94-130.
" MacIlfnaine,L<!pi«,tO. Dialectic, according to Aristotle, was the art of demonstrating what
was probably, but not necessarily, true. Thus, it was distinct from logic, which concerned
itself with the relations of classes. Ong observes how Ramus came to apply the idea of
necessity todialectic, which had ori^nally been intended for other, specifically political, ends.
See Ong, Vjmus,160
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have otherwise discovered Ramus's ideas of rhetoric, Bunyan was
exposed in due course to Ramistic styles of argument, as were most
literate English Puritans of the time, through the writings of William
Perkins. Hambrick-Stowe observes the marked similarity of Perkins's
ten actions of grace to "the ten stages that John Bunyan's Christian
traversed in The Pilgrim's Progress."^^ Gordon Campbell identifies a
more specific borrowing from Perkins and therefore Ramus: Bunyan's
"A Mapp Shewing the Order and Causes of Salvation and
Damnation."" A glance at this schematic chart reveals that Bunyan's
"debt to the Ramist tradition is instantly obvious." Moreover, because
"only one earlier chart presentsits materialin the same way," the origin
of Bunyan's "Mapp" is easy to identify as William Perkins's similar
figure mA Golden Chaine: or the Description o/Theolgy (240).
From the standpoint of Bunyan's characteristic reliance on
scholastically modeled arguments, "The Author's Apology" thus
appears as far mete than an instance of biographical "invention":" it
is a dialectical justification offered to a very elect set of auditors about
why it should be desirable to rhetorically adorn matters of plain reason
with "darl^' metaphorical "clouds" of figuration." It is even likely that
this consideration is what causes Bunyan to be at first entirely disarm
ing. Whatever the reason, at the start he only says to his readers that
the entertainment attached was in its genesis merely a means for the
author to "divert" himself from a planned history of "saints, in this our
Gospel-Day" (1).
Bunyan's account is so obviously ingenuous at this point, that it
is easy to see why Kaufinann would look for another explanation for
such humility." There is good corroborating evidence, though, for
Bunyan's claim to the pedestrian origin of The Pilgrim'sPro^ss, which
helps additionally to emphasize how his use of allegory was not only
commensurate with the assumptions of Ramism, but was also
intimately dependent upon them. The many examples offered by

" Hambrick-Stowe, Practice ofPiet), 77.
" Gordon Campbell, "The Source of Bunyan's Me^ of Salvation" Journal of the Warburg and
CourtauldlnstitutesM
2AQ-4\.
" Swaim, Pilsdm's Progress, Pmitan Progress,80.
" Bunyan, Pilffim's Progfess, 2.
'* Kaufmann may fasten too readily upon Bunyan's use of the word, "suddenly." See
Kaufinann, The Pilgrim's Progress and Traditions,4.
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Walter Ong of how Ramism symbolically responded to the technology
of early print culture are liberally scattered throughout both the "Apol
ogy" and the distinct exercise of Mr. Badman.^^ The methodic
biography of Mr. Badman, of course, is the best instance of how
Ramism encouraged quantitative and parsimonious figuration, but a
positive emphasis on visuality is inextricable from the earlier language
of Christian's pilgrimage. Throughout, the "Apology" relies on tropes
everywhere associated with the rise of Ramism: threads of "method"
that are "pull'd" and woven together by an author,^® "Cabinets" in
which is stored the "Gold" (4) or "Pearls" (5) of truth, and insight as
"meat" and "Fruit" ingested by those who seek knowledge (3). The
narrative "Journey" additionally occxirs across real (textual) and
figurative space (1). Also, it is the ability to perceive what is along the
way that forms the optical motif of the entire work. The author
admits that the pilgrimage the reader undertakes will be a "dark' one
(3). The very difficulty with "Metaphorr is that they by nature occlude
spiritual plain seeing; they "make us hlindp as one imaginary correspon
dent objects (4). Bunyan's ready rejoinder is that allegory construed as
a typological and therefore soteriological exercise enables a way of
reading experience that is surprisingly predetermined to succeed.
Bunyan could afford this confidence partly because he believed
that his best defense in any matter was the bulwark of scripture, which
itself exemplified the aesthetic paradox. Ready to hand was an un
assailable precedent in
Holy Writ,
Which for its Stile, and Phrase, puts down all Wit
Is every where so full of aU these things
(Dark figures. Allegories).
Bunyan notably here contrasts the exercise of "wit" with the labor of
metaphor; however, it is as significant that even if a rhetorical diversion
" See Ong, 'Ramus, 314—15.
" Bunyan, Pilgrim's Progress,2. As another example of the cultural reach of Ramism, the same
detailed conceit of Ramist method as a structural thread was employed by the short-lived
president of Harvard College, Leonard Hoar, in a letter to his nephew, Josiah Flynt. See
Samuel Eliot Morison, Harvard in the Seventeenth Century, 2 vols. (Cambridge: Harvard
University Press, 1936), 2:640.
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in Bunyan's mind is in nowise the substantive equal of scripture, such
a work might still faithfully mimic the appmach of "holy Writ" and use
the same "snare" (3) of metaphorical "method" (2) to the same end of
tmth, conventionally emblematized in the "Apology" as a sunburst
with its "rays of light, that turn our darkest nights to days" (4)Thus,
despite the fact that his copies of "types" and "shadows" might
needlessly obscure the light of divine love (4), that failure will still
prove effective simply because allegory by detotion requires an active
re-inscription or re-issuance in the life of the reader The audience will
see in the failure of metaphor another metaphor, this time of their own
printed story: turning from The Tilgrim's Process to their own lives the
reader would find "there darker lines than in my book" and thereby
"know / That in his best things there are worse lines, too" (5).
Bunyan's reader in this way becomes a living, breathing, didactic text
designed to inculcate its own ethic, as well as a prototype for the
sensible characters who will rule over eighteenth-century fiction from
Samuel Richardson to Laurence Steme.
Bunyan perhaps did not quite sense his own originality in this
matter; but he probably was well aware of how his readers would resist
his offering, as he was likely equally cognizant of what devices they
would find most comforting. It was apparentlyin order to finally reach
them that he appended to his visual conceit a perfectly conventional
scholastic argument, topically arranged. This portion of the "Apology"
is one of the least remarked upon sections of his defense, but because
it would have been the most persuasive to Bunyan's Reformed
audience it must also be judged as the rhetorical high ground from
which any interrogation would prove finally ineffective. It further
deserves more attention than it has hitherto received, if only because
it ideologically parallels the points Bunyan had already made while
functionally assumiig a very different approach.
The summation begins with an implicit assertion of ontology that
is purposefully reminiscent of a sermon's point of doctrine. Although

" The inuge of truth's "fiery beams," as Barbara Lewalski notes, occurs early and often in
sacred emblem literature of the seventeenth century. See Protestant Poetics and the SeventeenthCentre^ Peli^HS Lyric (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1979), 193. The brief but rich
tradition of emblem literature treated by Lewalski can, moreover, be considered readily
another example of the visual assumptions of eady print technology.
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it was not especially common for a Reformed sermon to begin with a
statement of disjunction (more often the doctrine was positively
stated), such a move was not unknown. Bunyan could point to die
dichotomy of law or grace that he had schematized in "A Mapp
Shewing the Order and Causes of Salvation and Damnation."^ More
famously, a disjunctive doctrine had underwritten the New English
Puritan experiment three decades earlier In 1630, John Winthrop's
foundation sermon delivered aboard the Arbella off the coast of
present-day Massachusetts, expounded upon the divinely sanctioned
distinction between rich and poor, and the attendant requirements for
laws of justice as well as mercy.^* Bunyan was working within a wellestabhshed tradition, then, when he implicitly proposed that either God
allowed or denied the use of 'Tigure, or Similitude"^
The astute move that Bunyan is making is to employ the disjunc
tive syllogism so characteristic of Ramism in order to frame an axiom
of artistic liberty. By means of a common disposition, he is able to
assert nothing less than that if God aUo^vs figurative expression, then
He permits it fully and exuberantly. As it turns out,"darkf' metaphors
do receive such a sanction. Bunyan has "leave" and "Example too" to
resort to "this my method." It is no "abuse" cast on "Words, Things,
[or] Readers" thatBunyan commits. As long as one seeks "the advance
of Truth" (5), a writer is granted allowance "Thus to express my mind,
thus to declare / Things unto thee that excellentest are" (6). Bunyan
only needs to show either that truth does not adhere to an argument's
structure (and that, therefore, a metaphorical structure cannot as such
be condenme<^, or that scriptural examples of figuration exist (and
that, therefore, truth is not restricted to plain style),and his orthodoxy
win be secure Toward that conclusive end, he spares no effort.
Bunyan "opens" his point of doctrine (again in conscious
imitation of sermon rhetoric) using two more conventional devices that
are carefully chosen for the ways in which theyillustrate the boimdaries
of Ramistic invention. Bunyan first characterizes the formal "contrar^ See John Bunyan,"A Mapp Shewing the Order and Causes of Salvation and Damnation,"
ed. W. R. Owens, in TheMisalkneous WorksofJohn Butffaii,13 vols. (Oxford: Clarendon Press,
1994), 12:417-23.
" See John Winthrop, "A Modell of Christian Charity," in The Puritan Tradition in America:
1620-1730, ei. Alden T. Vaughan (New York: Harper Books, 1972), 138-46.
° Bunyan, Pi/^ia'sProgress, 5.
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ies" of dialogue and allegory. In the second place, he resorts to the last
refuge of many scholastics, but especially in New England: authorita
tive testimony. In sum, he attempts to justify metaphor as both an
"artificial" and a "non-artificial" argument and so decisively accord
figural rhetoric the fullest guarantee permitted within reason.
Bunyan admits as an initial gambit the debatable point. But if he
allows that "Truth" is not inherent to allegory, his opponent must
surely acquiesce that it is no more necessary to those who "write /
Dialogue-wise; yet no Man doth them slight / For writing so." If a
dialogue can abuse truth as easily as an allegory, then truth must (when
it does come) "be free / To make her Salleys upon Thee, and Me, /
Which wayit pleases God" regardless of the vehicle (6). Therefore, the
true sense of a statement is not contained in its stmcture.
This conclusion is remarkable because a core scholastic assump
tion was the primacy of form over content. Indeed, to a scholastic, it
was form that veritably made a thing what it was.^ That truth might
TO/be a function of some form would therefore initially seem at least
slighdy incredible tofollowers of the "method." Bunyan, however, was
only denying the identification oigenericiotm with truth. That he in no
way repudiated the general conclusion of Ramismis shown by the fact
(though this point is far less obvious when Mr. hadman is ignored) that
he disjoins allegory from some other opposite genre. Exactly what
writing "dialogue-wise" is is not significant at this juncture for Bunyan,
but what is crucial is his pointed opposition of allegory with its
"contrary." These two manners of narrative stand in what a Ramist
would call a "primary" "artificial" relation to one another, and Bunyan
purposefully pairs this topical placement to his second demonstration
from the authority of scripture.
Here, the author of the "Apology" is quick to remind his reader
that he has the example of the Bible, and so he emphatically reiterates
his previous moral of how from "that same Book" shines "that lustre,
and those rayes / Of light, that turns our darkest nights to days" (4).
In this instance, though, Bunyan is making a procedural point.
Therefore, he concentrates on means rather than ends. The example
of figurative scripture not only probes the responsive heart,it is the act

' Sloane, Donnt, 224.
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of figuration itself which allows the "gold Beams" of truth to shine
with "rayes as light as day" (6).
His repetition of exemplary scripture at this particular moment is
additionally noteworthy for several reasons. It may well beintended to
evoke that prime example of Biblical poetry (atleast as far as Reformed
theology was concerned), the Psalms. As more than one commentator
on Puritan poetry has remarked, the poems of David presented
Reformist versifiers with a ready-made model whose conventions they
were quick to exploit, including much of its imagery and its parallel
stmcture.^"* This dependency upon scriptural poetic exemplars, like
the usual Pxaritan reliance on Ramism, more generally suggests that the
reverence of dissenters for selected authorities arose out of the milieu
of early modem academe, where mtors were considered not only
guardians of knowledge butits embodiment as well. The education of
a student of either man or God involved an entire apprenticeship
where the novice learned to emulate the master in both manner and
method, and Bunyan is thus recognizing the skill of his predecessors
with his reference to the writing of holy scripture.
The use of repetition as a device also served more immediate,
meditative purposes, as Louis Martz first noted in 1954. In essence,
repetition of a phrase or recurrent focus on an image was intended to
concentrate the mind of the worshiper, with an end goal of the
meditator eventually assuming the qualities or characteristics of the
mantric image or phrase.^ Such an instrument was an admirable
complement to the typological readings of history to which Puritans
were so much given, but it also served a crucial narrative role in Tie
Pilgrim's Pro^ss. The looping journey of Christian to the heavenly dty
with its tentative starts and frequent backtracking and several false
ends, was designed in this way to encourage readers already practiced
in the act of meditation to once again progressively open and reexam
ine their own lives and so discover there "those designs and ends that,
though then not apparent, had existed from the beginning."^

"See Rosemary Fithian, '"Words of My Mouth, Meditations of My Heart": Edward Taylor's
PreparatmyMeitationsi.nd the Book ofPsalms" EarjpAmerican UUrature 20 (1985): 89-119.
^ See Louis L Martz, The Poetty of Meditation: A Stn^ in PtBgous Literature of the Seventeenth
Century (New Haven: Yale University Press,1954), 31.
" Swum, Pilfflm'i Progress, Puritan Preigreii,151.
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These twin artistic and religious traditions do indeed coalesce in
Bunyan's recourse to the exemplary product of figuration, "Holy Writ,"
and its enlightening effecta^^ Bunyan testifies that he has meditated on
the art object of divine revelation, and thereby has undergone the
tigorous examination that was a hallmark of Reformed devotional life.^
Moreover, and more broadly, his reiteration reveals the commonsensical epistemology that underwrote English theology of the time
and provided early Reformers with a cognitive infrastmcture to their
announced political programs. By relying explicitly on the example of
scripture, Bunyan is not only announcing another of his measures for
the validity of a statement, he is also implying that the same measure
win be intuited likewise by every redeemed person.
Often considered naive, this rule does not simply amount to
worshiping the Word, even though Reformed intellectual history has
often been read in that unfortunate fashion. The Bible was an excellent
model, but it was also subject to its own inexorable logic. One of these
conditions was that, proto-inductively, any assertion was more or less
likely to be true to the degree that the propounded statement could be
corroborated. In returning to the Bible, Aen, Bunyan was identifying
those who could attest to his method. Further, in identifying the Bible
as his aesthetic superior, he was also citing its more capable compre
hension. Lastly, because a testimony of direct experience was more
valuable than an indirect experience of hearsay,^' Bunyan was
providing the tribunal of his audience with an expert witness of how
to employ figures and similitude
After these proofs, Bunyan terminates his brief aesthetic homily
with the expected "appKcation" to the daily life of the auditor. "I'll
show the profit of my Book," he promises, and predicts the quasitypological fulfillment a careful Puritan reader would have been
prepared for all along. Thus, "this book will make a Travailer of
thee... It will direct thee to the Holy Land" not in figure but in fact,
if the reader agrees to its terms. Remarkably, the last act of restrictive
definition does not belong to the author. The choice is the readers'

" Bunyan, Pilgrim's Process, 4,6.
^ See M. M. Knappea, ed. Tm EHs^bethtm Ptuitau Diaries (Chicago: American Society of
Church History, 1933), 3.
" MacIImaine, Loffke, 39.
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and is phrased thus conditionally: "If by its Counsel thou wilt ruled
be," the rewards of Christian wiU foUow.^"
Ironically, it is exacdy this decisive function of the audience that
makes Christian's imagined contemporaries and fictional descendants
so grotesque. Those, such as Thomas Shadwell's Sir Nicholas
Gimcradc in The Virtuoso (1676), who prate on about their categorical
theories of the world even as the world takes merciless advantage of
them, are so exaggerated in their obsessive concern with formal
thought that they can only be ridiculous. George Eliot's Mr. Casaubon
in Middlematvh (1871) is Ae last pitiful remnant of Bunyan's world in
English narrative fiction but Casaubon is far from the only one who
invites derision because he does not observe our inattention to his
monologues. Nevertheless, in his scholastic search for the "Key to aU
Mythologies" that will unlock yet another cabinet of knowledge, there
is yet something of Bunyan's innocence to be heard.^'
Still, if Bunyan's Christian by virtue of his moment in time seems
less of a ready target for satire than does Shadwell's Sir Gimgrack or
Eliot's Mt Casaubon, we must note that the society in which Bunyan
wrote could hardly be called promising to experimentation despite the
putative p rogress th at h as so metdmes b een assign ed to th e early
modern period. Though the cultural upheavals of the seventeenth
century in England contributed to the richness of Donne, Herbert, and
Marvell, these same conditions led to reaction elsewhere The latter
response, of course, can easily accovmt for the way in which Bunyan's
later text. The Life and Death of Mr. Badman, seems to depend upon the
fascination of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries with criminal
narratives. Roger Sharrock, among others, argues in his early cultural
biography of Bunyan that Mr.
unconsciously reflects a church,
an economy, and a society in transition from an agricultural to an urban
base.'^ The narrative that relates this change is unconvincing only
because it is "clumsily managed" and tediously interrupted by "digres
sions" of dubious fictional value (113). Among these unfortunate

" Bunyan, Vil^m's Progress, 6.
" See Thomas Shadwell, The CompleteWorks ofThomasShado'ell, ed. MontagueSummers, 5 vols.
(1927; reprint, London: Benjamin Blom, 1968), 5: 180, and George Eliot, Middlemarch; A.
Stud/ of Provindal Life, ed. W. J. Harvey (New York: Penguin Books, 1965), 87.
" See Roger Sharrock,(New York: St Martin's Press, 1968), 110-11.
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excurses are the numerous examples that occur to Mr. Wiseman and
his auditor, Mr. Attentive, of how other reputedly actual (and some
times historically verifiable) instances support the moral lesson of Mr.
Badman's ficlive life. It was as if, Sharrock speculates, Bunyan had to
excuse his "own slackness of grip on the dialogue" in ways that he did
not in the unprecedented Pilgrim's Prvgnss (113). At best, the interpo
lated stories of Mr. Badman appear merely to possess the fear-indudng
effect of any similar sermonic anecdote of Bunyan's. Thereby, they
cannot be said to contribute to the development of a novelistic
tradition (114). The "literature of judgements" in Bunyan might have
occasionally risen above its origin and produced "flashes...of verisimili
tude" (115-16), but the genre still could only anticipate "the actual
development of Dissent" later realized inthe works of Defoe (112).
What Sharrock's interpretation necessarilyif productively assumes
is that the singular purpose of tales of retribution was to produce fear
(or, alternatively, discipline). The popularity of reader-response
criticisms of Bunyan since the publication of Sharrock's book does
provide one indication of the practicability of his thesis.^^ Another is
the general critical acceptance of Sharrock's postulates, despite
occasional interrogations of them in detail. Therefore, Peter Carlton
considers the genre of the conversion narrative in particular to be an
index of Puritan social authoritarianism, but on the whole he too holds
that generic conventions affectively supported the authoritarian aims
of Puritan politics.^'* David Hall, meanwhile, sees in stories such as
those pervading Mr. Badma/ithe response of a people who had broken
their altars but who still retained a cultural need for ritual that was
displayed in relations of wonder-working providence.^®
Bunyan, however, did not formatively parse his own ideas in terms
of audience effect, albeit that definitions of various audiences form the
foundation of his aesthetic theory. This critical distinction between
formal and responsive audiences, of course, does not mean in any way
that Bunyan's works failed to possess an effective cultural force or that
"See Steven MaiUoux, "Persjiasions Good and Bad: Bunyan, Iser, and Fish on Rhetoric and
Hetmeneutics in Literature," Sludiei in theUtera^ Imaffna/ita 2& (\99S): 43-61.
^ See PeterJ. Carlton, "Bunyan: Language, Convention, Authority," English Uterasy Histoty
51(1984): 17-32.
See David D Hall, Worlds of Wonder, Dtys (fJudgment: Popular ReUgfous Belief in Earl) New
Eng/andlfieoi York: Knopf, 1989), 11.
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he was at all ignorant of the reader's decisive function. My conclusions
above obviously indicate otherwise, yet I think it equally important to
note that Bunyan wrote The Pilgrim's Progress and The Ufe and Death of
Mr. Badman in dose proximity, and that these two works represent in
prose the systematic revelation of God's historical presence elsewhere
graphed out in the schematic "Mapp Shewing the Order and Causes of
Salvation and Damnation" and similar works.
This consistent and rigorous disjunctive approach to communica
tion does much to explain why judgment tales were particularly neces
sary to Mr. Badman and why a mosaic of such wonder folk-tales should
comprise the successor to the very different preceding text. Bunyan
would not necessarily have been disposed to concdve first of a
narrative succession in which events occurred across a range of fictive
time, as in the "lives" of Christian and Christiana, before he imagined
a realistic mirror to the allegorical Pilgrim's Progress. In his ideology,
since one demonstration entailed another complementary proof, the
textual twin of the allegorical Christian demanded different and even
"digressive" kinds of treatment. In short, if The Pilgrim's
with
its typaUy-inspired allegory rises above history, then TheUfe and Death
of Mr. Badman is rooted in it.
That distinction cuts more deeply than a contrast in tone between
Christian's elevated pilgrimage and the lurid supporting tales of the
drunk/whoremonger/usurer, Mr. Badman, though the latter genre fits
within a particular Ramist place and thus deserves some final consider
ation. Despite the factthatspectaculartales like those containediniVfr.
Badman were frequently counterfeited by printers,^® and that Bunyan
himself drew on such forerunners as Foxe's Book of Martyrsf the
author ofboth ThePilgrim'sProgressaadMr. Badmanis narratively posing
much broader epistemological questions than any that have to do with
the attractions held by thevarious strains of wonder-workinglitera:tur&
He is asking himself and his readers more expliddy how a/^ account,
miraculous or otherwise, can be accepted, even with qualifications.
As far as Bunyan was concerned, the answer was as evident as the
life and death of any saint or all sinners. In his mind, the visible effects
of sin were not so much instruments productive of disciplinary or
* Hall, Worits of Warder, 53.
" Shaiiodt,Jobr Brtffar, 113.
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temble ends, as they were events attested to and recalled because they
were spectacular, catching the eye or ear of a human, they incised
themselves on the memory as a "singular" testimony of the ob
server/auditor. But, because such phenomena also bore witness to the
testimony of God's law, each account was of necessity correlated
quantitatively and qualitatiyely.^® The more numerous and credible the
observers relating a "matter of [wondrous] fact," the more likely the
story was true.^' Thus, it is always Mr. Wiseman (usually seconded by
other referenced wimesses) who relates the first tales of wonders, and
Mr. Attentive who readily leams to emulate them (159,170). Thus it
is that the divine testimony of scripture is always a final arbiter, and so,
particular occurrences in the life of Badman often evoke God's Word
as a witness (155). In this context. The Life and Death of Mn Badman is
hardly "clumsily managed":^ it is a stark example of how education
proceededin Puritan society and ofpredselywhatverisimilitudemeant
to the inhabitants of covenanted communities.
One representative excursion preferred by Sharrock will suffice to
demonstrate how testimony was productive of validity. In discussir^
the ways in which sin will out itself early, Mr. Wiseman produces for
Mr. Attentive the study of "old Tod, that was hanged about twenty
years ago, or more, at Hertford, for being a thief. Hie story is this:
At a summer assizes holden at Hertford, while the judge was
sitting upon the bench, comes this old Tod into court,
clothed in a green suit, with his leathern girdle in his hand,
his bosom open, and all on a dung sweat, as if he had run for
his life; and being come in, he spake aloud as follows: My
lord, said he, here is the veriest rogue that breathes upon the
face of the earth. I have been a thief from a child... .My lord,
there has not been a robbery committed these many years,
within so many miles of this place, but I have either been at
it, or privy to it.
The judge thought the fellow was mad, but after some
conference with some of the justices, they agreed to indict

" Macllmaine, Lapke, 39.
" Buayan, Mr. Badman, 139.
Sharrock,
Bntgan, 113.
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him; and so they did of several felonious acdons; to all which
he heartily confessed guilty, and sowas hanged, with his wife
at the same time
Atten. This is a remarlable story indeed.
Wise. It is not only remarkable, but pat to our purpose.
This thief, like Mr, Badman, began his trade betimes.''^

The judgment that Tod pronounces upon himself is patendy here not
the only stupendous event. What is as pointed is the detailed recollec
tion of the witness: "the green suit" that probably would have been
adequate camouflage for a highwayman, the "leathem girdle" Tod
distractedly carried, and how his skin was sUck with a "dung sweat,"
not to mention the extra detail of the wife's concomitant condemna
tion. All of this definitive description inclined Mr. Wiseman, though
he did not observe the confession, to "dare" to believe his advisor.
Attentive, just in case we were napping, balances his reaction to the
"remarkable story" with one final confirmation of Wise;man's confi
dence in his informant. The chain of valid testimony runs then from
a startling phenomenon, to a memory that is related and, if reiterated,
accepted on the grounds of acquaintance with the secondary source
(159).
This same manner of testimonial precision will later make for
fictional credibility, but what it achieves immediately for Bunyan and
his audience is that it situates Mr. Badman's Hfe within a hierarchical,
schematic context. Testimony, after all, will either accord with the
systematic revelation of God as shown both in human witness and in
natural philosoj^y, in which case it will be taken as valid, or it will not,
and it must not be accorded credence. It is the instmction of this
context thatis the larger project of learning that Wiseman has designed
for Attentive and that Bunyan had begun in The Pilgrim's Progress. As
the audience is invited to participate in the fitful journey of Christian,
so it is an implicit auditor with Attentive, as he leams the Ramist lesson
of Mr. Badman's life and predestined death

Bunyan, Mr. iadman, 159.
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Badman initially springs toWisanan's mind (or, is "invented," to
use the scholastic term) as a warrant which justifies Attentive's anxiety
over the "badness of the times" (149). This is the kind of "disclaiming
locution" that attracts the attention of Peter Carlton, but here the
purpose of Wiseman is certainly not to announce any revelatory
authority.'*^ It is, rather, to show how Wiseman is wise and not merely
attentive, in that he does not make the spectacular the focus of his
dialogue. In the same way that a dialectician faUs back on the "craftie"
method of rhetoric to appeal to those who can only respond to
"delectation," Wiseman resorts to example only when Attentive raises
the issue.^^ Thus, Wiseman is careful to announce that he has made a
"special observation" of Badman from "first to last," but the witness
about old Tod and those that follow it are offered only because
Attentive has insistently "entered upon stories."^
Wiseman's more ambitious goal for Attentive is to show in ways
that cautionary instances alone will not permit, first, what is the causal
reason of divine retribution and, second, what are the immediate and
eternal effects of the sin that efficiently produces holy wrath. Attentive
has already been prepared, we are led to believe, since he is already
aware that "example is not the root [cause of a bad man's Hfe]
The
root is sin within" (153). It is notable, though, that Attentive supports
his assertion with divine testimony from the Gospel of Mark, and that
Wiseman is conveniently present to provide Attentive with the next
portion of his education. Like many a prepared Puritan of New
England, Attentive shows himself to be already aware of the special
epistemological status of scripture; like a minister of the Bay colony,
Wiseman makes himself available to adjudicate matters of incipient
controversy.
To such a regulatory end, Wiseman presents his first systematic
point even before the dialogue has fairly begun. It is a precise matter
the latitudinarian argument that "Christ by his death hath taken away
[all] original sin" and therefore the need for public repentance is
contradicted by the witness of scripture and the logically necessary.

Carlton, "Bunyan," 19.
Macllnaaine, Laffke, 58.
" Bunyan, Mr. Badman,152,159.
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sinful precondition of individual redemption (153). To be specific, sin
is the "conjoined" "efficient" cause of redemption.""
Attentive shov« how quick a study he is with his own objection.
Shortly, he complains of Ae Ramistic procedure: "These are but
generals; pray therefore tell me in particular which were the sins of his
childhood."^ Wiseman acquiesces, but is also insistent Providing
numerous other examples than the cautionary tale of old Tod,
Wiseman returns time and again to matters of plain logical form: the
causes and definition of lying (155), the two types of swearing with
their particular causes (164—65), and the varieties of simplicity (178).
The particularity of testimony with its "singular" status (even when
extended as a general observation) is thus only a starting point of
knowledge. Satisfactory for children and simpletons,it will not suffice
on its own to comprehend the operation of divine reason that forms
Bunyan's consistent aesthetic rationale.
This lesson, of course, is also penned into the designs of the two
narratives that Bunyan produced over a two-year period. To those
who could not see the purpose and procedure of The Pilgrim's Prognss,
he offered the sop of Mr. Badman. Yet just as Wiseman does and in
much the same language, Bunyan confounds the desire of his audience
even as he submits to its expectations. Mr. Badman therefore satisfies
narratively from physical start to actual end what The Pilgrim's Progress
achieves meditatively, but in spite of this difference the reader is
expected to see a similarity. So, as he claims that The Pilgrim's Progress
is a simple diversion, Bunyan avows in his dedicatory letter "to the
reader" that the author had seen the scenes of Mr. Badman enacted
"many times before mine eyes" (152). Each work is figured in the
same terminology. One image will appear "dark" but prove enlighten
ing."" The other method will seem as lucid as Mr. Badman's sinful way
did to him, but could well result in lasting darkness for the wicked and
terminal blackness for the readec"" Still, both texts are lenses and
readers of them may observe themselves in Christian andtAr. Badman
"as in a glass" (139). Both works, in sum, thoroughly and methodically

Macllmaine, Lugke,11.
Bunyan, Mr. Badman, 154.
" Bunyan, The Pilgrim'i Prognss, 2.
^ Bunyan, Mr. Badman, 303.
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outline the causes and effectsof grace and the law and so both present
a consistent lesson variously e:q>ressed.'"
Many of those who followed Bunyan would learn this point well,
albeit that the system of learning he espoused remained a matter for
fierceintellectualcontention. In this important sense, thestory of early
modem English culture is a turbulent tale ofinterrogation and doubtful
appropriation and ultimate extenuation of the scholasticmethod. The
producers of literature in England would finally reject the premises of
scholasticism, but in the colonies the same principles would continue
to dictate manners and modes of religious experience. The rhetoric of
Jonathan Edwards, which was crucial to the publicizing of the local
revivals that came to be known as the "Great Awakening," was
manifesdy reliant on the method of Ramus. Edwards, in turn,
exercised a notorious influence on conservative American Protestant
ism.^
The New English poet-pastor, Edward Taylor, more exacdy and
more surprisingly reproduces in his poems the aesthetic of Bunyan.
Bodi Taylor's preparatory meditations and his occasional poems
parallel The Pilgritn's Progress and The Life and Death of Mr. Badman. All
of the lyrics titually prepared before Taylor's administration of
communion stand as a systematic reflection on the logic of grace.
However grotesque the individual images, there is beneath them a
proportion and a logic that Taylor expected would be discernible to the
elect auditor, just as there xsinThe Pilgrim's Progress. In Meditation 1.7,
for instance, Taylor emblematizes Christ as an alembic, in which is
manufactured the grace of God." The "Humane Frame" (1) of Jesus
is the "Golden Still" (2) in which redemption is refined. The "Mouth"
of Jesus, the source of God's word, is (he "Neck" through which the
spirit of grace passes (5). The images—and the analysis—of Christ as

® See Richard L.Greaves, '^ohn Bunyan and CovenantThought in theSeventeenth Century,"
Church History 36 (1967):151-69. Greaves concentrates onBunpn's place inwhat was already
a long tradition of covenant theological thought, and so construes his interest in works and
grace as participating in that tradition. I have tried to emphasize how this hermeneutic
approach and its Ramistic expression led to specific aesthetic practices.
^ On this point, see H. Clark Maddux,"Ruling Passion: Consent and CovenantTheology in
Westfield, Massachusetts, August 1679," Early American Literature 38 (2003): 19-29.
" Edward Taylor, The Poems of Edward Taylor, ed. Donald Stanford (Chapel HiD: University
of North Carolina Press, 1989), 17. Intratextual references are to line numbers.
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alchemical apparatus continue, with all of the figures illuminating the
individual pilgrimage of Taylor as shepherd to the church at Westfield.
For their part, the miscellaneous poems stand as quotidian
instances of God's providential design, just as Mr. Badman does. The
details in a poem such as "Upon a Spider Catching a Fly" are as
abundant as those that confirmed the witness of Old Tod's confession
and execution. The spider,
as afraid, remote
Didst stand hereat
And with thy little fingers stroke
And gently tap
His back. (11-15)
like Wiseman again, though, Taylor does not allow us to miss the
main logical point being made. Eternity simply reduces to a choice of
confinement; the web of "HeUs Spider" (32), or "Glories Cage" (48)
ensconced behind "Glorys Gate" (44). The ways of sal\^tion or
damnation outlined in the "Mapp" and Badman are given different
guises, but the operation is the same in every case
I am not suggesting a direct influence. As Hambrick-Stowe and
others imply, that Taylor at some point in his long life would have
encountered Bunyan's writing is not unlikely. More to the point, the
disjunctive reasoning employed by both Bunyan and Taylor emphasizes
their shared view of existence (and therefore, art) as something that is
systematically analyzable. Both of them, in this regard, exhibit a
confidence born in controversy. The years from the assumption of the
Stuarts to their eventual Restoration included not only the Interreg
num, with its attendant radicalism, but also this distinct aesthetic
theory. In the end, then, even though some New Englanders probably
read Bunyan's work only in passing, or perhaps not at all, the scholastic
method they shared led them individually and collectively to rely on
similar views of art and artistic production. By themselves, these views
highlight the fiercely discriminating cultural character of seventeenthcentury England. Thus, the artistic approaches of Bunyan and many
New England Puritans reveal an important avenue into the early
modem English mind, a road that seems to deserve further explora
tion.

